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Dr. Helen Caldicott, president of Physicians for Social Responsibility,
Boise peace quilt [in background]. Photo by Karl Enochs
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Fifth peace quilt awarded to activist
by Julie Nash
The University News
The Boise Peace Quilters awarded peace
activist Dr. Helen Caldicott the fifth peace
quilt Wednesday, Feb. 15 for her contributions to the anti-nuclear movement.
The Boise Peace Quilt
members
assembled in 1981 and have given peace
quilts to the Soviet Union and the people of
Hiroshima, as well as to folksinger Pete
Seeger and Saturday Review editor,Norman Cousins.
.
•
Dr. Caldicott,
president
of the
Physicians for Social Responsibility, spoke
to a capacity crowd at Boise High School
. on the history of nuclear arms and of the
medical effects of such weapons. "The
planet is terminally ill," she said, "but with
devotion to saving the planet we may
survive."

A ticking time bomb

!
Dr. D,on B'iIliilg~ talks' ~b~~t
ecl~cation. funding.
.pagll'4.
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"Never before have we been closer to
nuclear war," Caldicott stated, explaining
the history of the arms race. She said it all
began when American scientists became
convinced that Hitler was developing
nuclear weapons and became involved in a
similar project.
_ After Hitler was defeated, the bombs
were used instead for the bombings of
Hiroshima and Nagasaki. In the Hiroshima
attack alone, 100,000 people were instantly
killed, Caldicott said, many of them
vaporized, leaving' only shadows behind,
while others were turned into charcoal
statues.
After World War II, Caldicott continued, America and Russia suddenly
became enemies and the arms race began.
Today, she said, America has 30,000
nuclear weapons-enough
to overkill every
Russian citizen 40 times and Russia has
20,000 nuclear, weapons-enough
to over\dllevery U.S. citizen 20 times. Caldicott.
also .saidChina, Britain and France each
have nuclear arsenals.

.Any full-time BSU student can join the
Capitol Educators Federal Credit Union,
according to Assistant ,Manager Allen
Westhoff.
"The biggest difference between us and a
bank is we try a little harder. We pride
ouselves on the friendly one-to-one service.;' Westhoff said.
One of the main student services is the
availability of guaranteed student loans at
8OJo' interest.
Unlike many banks and
savings & loan institutions, Capitol Educators at 1500 West Bannock offers guaranteed student loans to freshman students.
In addition to guaranteed student loans,
Capitol Educators offers share-draft accounts (checking accounts), share-draft
guarantee cards, savings accounts, consumer loans, time certificates, safe-deposit
boxes and IRA accounts.
The credit union is similar to a
-cooperative system, Westhoff said. Membership is dependent on purchasing one
share of the credit union for $5 and filling
out an application form. Membership,
however, IS not open to the. general public.
To join, an applicant must be either a
BSU full-time student, instructor,
or
employee of a private or public school
district within a specified 12 county area, a
high school student in one of those
counties, or related to a member by blood
or marriage.
"One area of value to students is that
we'll sit down and talk to students if they're
having financial problems," Westhoff said,
More info~mation is available by calling
377-4600 or stopping by during business
hours.

Trident II submarine missiles and the huge
MX missiles.
With these, Caldicott said, the Pentagon
hopes to fight and win a six month nuclear
war' which Caldicott claims is suicidal.
Using statistics from The New York Times
and other periodicals, Caldicott spoke of
American's war plans and said that ·the
U.S. is on a course which will not only
destroy the whole of God's creation, but
ourselves as well.
Referring to Reagan's current public
relations push to demonstrate his serious-:
ness in attempting to' control nuclear
Referring to the movie War Games,
weapons and work for peace, Caldicott
pointed to his record on the issue.
Caldicott spoke of the five stages of alert,
During his administration, she said, arms
ranging from death con 5 to death con 1,
control negotiations with the U.S.S.R. have
and stated that we have been the death con
I, the highest state of alert before the . come to a total standstill.
He has postponed indefinitely the negolaunching of nuclear weapons, at least
tiations on a comprehensive test ban treaty
twice in the last few months.
The first alert occurred
when the
even though
these talks have been
Pershing II missiles went into Europe and
supported by every president since Dwight
the second when the Korean cabinet was
Eisenhower.
bombed in Burma. Additionally,
she
The Strategic Arms Reduction Talks
claimed, the U.S. went to death con 1 after
(START), Reagan's replacement for the
SALT talks, are, also going nowhere and
the Korean flight 007 went down.
Computer breakdown and errors are also
were designed by the Pentagon, Caldicott
common, according to Caldicott, yet with
claimed, to fail. This is the first administration, she said, where there has been no
the increasingly short warning times' that
accompany
new nuclear, systems, the
negotiation with the Soviet Union for arms
Russians will be converting to a Launch on
control and she sees none in the future.
Warning system, in which computers 'can
Caldicott
urged everyone to devote
. "push the button."
,themselves to saving our lives and the lives
Quoting from an article published by a
of our children by participating in our
mathematician from the Center of Mathdemocratic system. There is hope, Caldematical Studies in Bucharest, Caldicott
icott says, but Americans must elect a
said it is only a matter of time before
Senate andCongress, as well as a president
accidental nuclear war is a reality.
who are "serious about stopping the arms
race and reducing rapidly bilaterally."
"You must get involved in your political
parties, ..· she said, "and' learn what your '
congressmen have been' doing;" Caldieott
According to 'Caldicott,' Reagan has
claims that over one-third: of the American
plans to build 17,000 additional nuclear
public-belilivesthat Reagan will lead us to
' bombs in.' the next Jenyears.
In the
war if re-elected. .
'
Pentagon's plan to fight an extended
. We have eight months to turn things
. miCIearwar, Caldicott saidxtheLl.S, would
around, she said, and save our planet. -.
use the undectectable cruise missiles, the ..
Of the five major nuclear powers in the
world, four have their weapons targeted on
the Soviet Union according to Caldicott.
'This situation has made the Russians
extremely paranoid, stated Caldicott, as
was evident in the shooting down of the
Korean airliner.
.
Instead of threatening the Russians,
Caldicott insists that we attempt conflict
resolution to prevent the world from
exploding like a time bomb.
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We admit it. It takes a different kind of person to be a Peace
Corps volunteer.
We won't mislead you with
glowing pictures of exotic lands. The
hours as a volunteer are long. The
pay is modest. And the frustrations
sometimes seem overwhelming.
But
the satisfaction
and rewards are immense. You'll be immersed in a new
culture,
become
fluent in a new
language, and learn far more about
the third world - and yourself than you ever expected.
You'll also discover that progress brought about by Peace Corps
volunteers is visible and measurable:
Such as health clinics established in
the Philippines;
Fresh-water
fish
ponds constructed
in Kenya; roads
and schools and irrigation systems
built in Upper Volta; tens of thousands of people given essential skills
in farming,
nutrition,
the skilled

.!

trades, business, forestry, and other
specialties throughout
the developing world.
Being a volunteer
isn't for
everyone; and it Isn't easy, but to the
people of the developing.
nations
who have never before had basic
health care or enough to eat, the
Peace Corps brings a message of
hope and change.
_ We invite you to look into the
volunteer opportunities
beginning in
the next 3-12 months
in Africa,
Asia, Latin America,
and the Pacific.
Our representatives
will be
pleased to provide you with details.

PEACE
CORPS

INFORMA nON BOOTH:
Wed .• Thurs., Feb. 29 • Mar. 1 9:00 a.m .• 4:00 p.m. S.U.B. Lobby
FILM SEMINAR:
Thurs, Mar. 1 7:00 p.m.· 9:00 p.m. Teton Room, S.U.B.
INTERVIEWS:
Thurs., Mar. 1, 1:00 p.m.· 5:00 p.m. Fri., Mar. 2, 9:00 a.m. ·5:00 p.m.
Career Planning & Placement Office, Administration·Bldg, Rm 123
, Pickup and return your completed application to the Career
Plall!ling .& .Placement Office before your interview.
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The University News is
published weekly by the
students of Boise State
University. Contributions and
advertising are solicited; the
. editors reserve all rights.
Offices are located on the 2nd
floor of the SUB. Hours 9 a.m.
to 5 p.rn, Monday through
Friday. 385-1464.
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.Camnus· news
Campus briefs

,;'84-.Boise Health Fair offers testsl
by Jeff Morris
The University News
The Boise Health Fair will not be held in
the Pavilion this year, said Pam Gray,
, Health Fair state coordinator, in favor of 3
different sights in the Boise area.
Poor attendance, said Gray, is the main
reason for changing sights. East Junior
High, West Junior High and the Capitol
building will take turns housing this year's
Health Fair. The Fair will be held at the
junior highs on Saturdays: March 3 at
East and March 10 at West.
On Wednesday.March 7 the Fair will be
held at the Capitol building. According to
Lisa Boylan, Health Fair representative,
the mid-week event is for the convenience
of people who work downtown.
Gray said the first Boise Health Fair, in
1982, was held in 7 different locations. She
said the_attendance was better in 1982 but
seven different sights created too many
problems logistically.
"As a facility the pavilion was beautiful," said Gray, but she thinks the central
location was a reason for the poor turnout.
Last year's Health Fair attracted 1,700
people from the Boise area. Gray said the
reason for three sights is to "take the
Health Fair to the people-that's the whole
idea. Were hoping (the three sights) will
boost attendance again."
Another problem was that the Health
Fair had to rent the Pavilion. "It's
supposed to be a community event," said
Gray. "Everybody donates something, and
unless you have, that it's hard to make
(Health Fair) go."
Gray stresses that BSU has been very
cooperative. "The President's office, has
helped and so have student government and
the university news service," she said.
Boylan said' that President Keiser- donated
the office space which is located in the
Pavilion.
At this year's Health Fair over 32
different organizations will be involved in
some way, said Boylan. Most of the
organizations have something to do with
the health fIeld.
'
Gray said the Boise Health Fair has many
of the health services offered by organizations around the area, but they are
offered sporadically. The Health Fair gives
the public a chance to take advantage of
everything at once. Gray believes "it's a
better use of services."
The services of both Junior highs were

Health Fair '84 will offer free tests for high blood pressure. Photo courtesy Boise Health
Fair.
four hours without food and if someone
made possible by the Community Edwants to take the heart disease test the fast
ucation program. Gray said one of the
must be twelve hours.
reasons East was chosen as a Health Fair
"!t's an absolute waste of money if you
sight is because it's close to BSU and there
don't fast," Gray said. The only things a
are many senior citizens in the area.
person should ingest is water, pure coffee
Gray recommends that students take
or tea, meaning no sugar or milk in either,
advantage of the opportunity to find out
according
to Gray. All other health
the state of their health. A new test offered
screenings are free.
.
this year is the computer-operated health
People can have their height, weight and
risk appraisal. -. ,
blood pressure measured. Other screenings
, After the participant fills out a questioninclude anemia and an oral (dental) check.
naire, the information is put into the
Most activities at the Fair are oriented
computer and the read-out shows a person
what their "health age" is in comparison to
towards actual participation. These are
learning centers and not just booths where
their chronological age. Gray said the
pamphlets are given out, says Gray.
report also tells the participant what' their
She added that people learn more by
health age could be if they made changes to
actually doing something, and as Boylan
their lifestyle.
pointed out, the purpose of the Health Fair'
Boylan said there is a strong correlation
is health education. Both Gray and Boylan
between a person's
health and 'their
emphasize the screenings are not diagnostic
lifestyle. "there's so much a person can do
and do not replace the services of a
to change or do something about their
physician.
health." This computer-run screening will
Gray said there will be a follow-up survey
be available at all three Health Fair sights.
a month or two after the Health Fair. The
Blood tests are available for fees, said
Red Cross, the main coordinators of Boise
Gray. A blood chemistry test screens for 24
Health Fair, will be talking to individuals to
different
diseases including
Thyroid
see if they had done anything about their
problems. This test costs $8.00. Another
health as a result of what they learned at the
blood test determines a person's risk of'
Fair.
heart disease if the person wants to pay
The Saturday Health Fairs will start at 9
$10.00, and for $14.00 a person can take
a.m. and end at 4 p.m. The Wednesday
both.
Fair at the Capitol building goes from II
Both, tests require some fasting. The
a.rn, to 6 p.m. '
blood chemistry test requires a person go

Most popular majors atBSU
by Julie Nash
The University News
Have you ever wondered what are the
most popular majors at BSU or how you' fit
in with the majority of students? Listed
below are the five major majors at BSU.
according to the Registrar's office graduate'
figures for spring 19HZ to spring 1983.
With the strong College of Business on
this campus, it is not surpriving that several
of the most popular majors and the highest
"umber of'gruduutcs can be found there,
Just what is the most popular baccalaureate degree earned on the BSU campus? If
you guessed Accounting, you a.re absolutely

right. Accounting was discovered to 'have
-the largest number of graduates;
107
students completed the program.
The second most common' major origin', ares out of the College of Education, where
77 students graduated in Elementary Education.
,
.
For the next two' most popular majors,
we find ourselves once again in the College
of Business. Management,
with 60' graduatcs, and Marketing, with 45 graduates,
bring in ihird and fourth places.
Another popular discipline is Communication. This College of Arts and Sciences
program takes fifth place with 35 graduates.

If you look at degrees which require less
than four years to complete, nursing is in
high demand: The Associate degree in
Registered Nursing produced 108 graduates
and 34 Licensed Practical Nursing Certificates of Completion were awarded.
What does this mean? According to the
BSU Registrar,Susanna
B, Yunker, one of
the most influential factors considered
when choosing a major is the job market.
Combine this with the interests of each
student and it appears that more students
are looking forward to careers in business.
education and nursing than in, any other
area.

.Huddleston arid Sen. Michael Kruse both
and passed on to the Legislative Revision
from the Vo-Tech School, in Wednesday's
Committee a measure that would stream.'
regular senate meeting.
,
line the procedure by which clubs receive
With half of theVo-Tech students in one
ASBSU funding.
year prograllls and a90persent attendance
The bill would increase involvement of
by Julie Nash
policy, meeting the time demands of the
senators in the early stages of funding
The University Neil'S
senate is a problem, Kruse said .. "I would.. requests.' and eliminate
much of the,
,say' that only 3D percent of the. students are
"grilling" of' applicants associated in the
There are no candidates running for the
eligible."
"
past with gaining. ASBSU money, Jung
Voc-Tech seat in the ASBSU Seante, and
Because the deadline,forfiling·p'eiitionssaid.,
_""
Sen. Steve Jackson, Health Sciences, said
to be included on the ballot has passed, the
The senate meets each Wednesday at 3:35'
that the current Vo-Tech senators should
(;mly option for, a .Vo-Tech student who
p.m. hI the Senate Chambers on the second,
try to drum up enougltenthusiasmJor
the,: wlmls to
'roi the senate-is to-mount'a,f1ootof
theStudent Union Building, and at'
,,'post
to get a write-in ':candi,(Iateon
the
wrhe~iri' canipaign~ASJ3SV Vi~e:Ptesiden('3:3Sp;m"on
Monday'S in the Senate Offices ,
1;' - ballot.
'
"
"Richarq
Jungsaid.aftei'the'
meeting;"
;:'-" ' in the SUJ}Jorcaucus;
Both meetings are
Jackson made the plea
1he SeIlateapprov~dtlleseCondreadhlg::0P~~
wt~e. )Jtlblic..' "
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Billings talks about economics of higher ed.
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I always lean toward an increase in
Dr. Donald Billings, a professor in the
tuition and I'm not just talking about
Economics department for the past 12
college, but all schools. Take the money to
years, . has taken a controversial stance in
the door of that school and that will get the
his active support of alternative choices. in
parents involved again.
education. University News' reporter Julie
Q: How do you see this affecting the poor?
Nash spoke with Billings concerning his
A: Again,if that's the problem, let's deal
views on this and related issues.
with it directly. It's invariably the point
Q: What school of economic tbought do
that's made, that this kind of system would
you ascribe to?
discriminate against the poor.
A:I am sort of a .mixture, I'm sortofa
Chicago School -type and I am sort of an
The fact of the matter is, in all of the big
urban areas, the public school systems of
Austrian economist. I also ascribe to the
the poor are the ones that are losing.
VPlschool, which is the Virginia Polytech- We are lucky in Idaho, we have a
nic Institute where an organization called
the Center for the Study of Public Choice . homogeneous population-a
literate poptries to explain the behavior of the political
ulation-so we don't recognize that in big
sector of the economy. So, I am a VPI,
cities it is the poor who are being harmed.
Chicago/Austrian economist.
Q:So do you see the public school system as
Q: What is' your philosopby on the
both non-competitive and ineffective?
A: I am saying that we know that per pupil
economics of higher education?
expenditures in the U.S. have tripled in the
A: Basically, my general approach to
last 2S years with a decrease in producteconomics is that when we have readily
ivity. In any other business you could not
identifiable beneficiaries; when possible,
survive if you were spending more per unit
we ought to charge those people for those
and were producing fewer units of output.
services.
Since about 1962 we have had quite
In applying that to higher education, I
significant declines in all objective meafavor a gradual transition period of S to IO
sures of verbal and mathematical skills.
years with a progressive increase in tuition,
The Choice in Education group is sayingmoving to a system very much like- private
that we have got to take our blinders off
universities have. This way, those who can
and look at some non-traditional alternaafford it pay full fare and you account for
tives and reduce the monopoly
in
the poverty issue directly.
education.
Q: What is tbe purpose of the Choice in
Q:How do you see these" alternatives
Education In Idaho group?
affecting BSU?
A:We are trying to suggest that one of the
A: Of course, I' see these kinds of
basic problems in education is an economic
alternatives as improving the raw material
problem of what we call a monopoly. We
and at BSU we would see a better quality of
decided that we did not want monopoliesin
inputcoming in. I think we would get more
the airline industry, in communications, in
efficiency, more productivity.
trucking or in railroads; each of these has
The other thing I would do is propose
begun deregulation.
minimum entry requirements. We have a
We are simply saying that we should treat
so-called open university policy here where
education no differently. One of the
almost all comers are taken and the bottom
underlying problems is an absence of
tenth or fifth of those students' have
alternatives.
significant problems in reading, writing and
If you want to send your child to a
private school, you in effect pay twice and
other subjects.
.
Q:ln your article in U.S.A. Today, entitled
this is a tremendous advantage to the
"The IRS on' Our Backs Is The Big Tax
government school system. There are a
Ripoff", you stated that tax burdens need
number of ways you might deal with. that.

Dr. Donald Billings, professor of Economics in the College of Business. Prioto by Russ P.
Markus
to be reduced so that the system is less
oppressive. If tax burdens are -reduced
significantly, how do we support the
government? Or do we?
.
A: I am a Libertarian, which argues, in
part, that we should have minimum
government •.
As opposed to conservatives like Ronald
Reagan, we Libertarians are very much
opposed to hawkish foreign policy and I
would advocate a strategic withdrawal
from our military commitments all over
the world.
.
I believe we can" reduce the size of
government, including the government's
attempts to legislate morality.
Q: In that same article you also wrote about
the underground economy. Could you

COMING SOON.
"Look for

~MOVIE
in an
upcoming
issue
of your
.college
newspaper.

expand on that?
A: The underground economy has been
exploding in recent years and is a combination of two forces.One comes from the high
tax burden which is motivating Americans
to become a nation of cheaters. The other
part of the underground economy involves
the kinds of economic activities which
people apparently want to enter into.
They want to participate in prostitution,
gambling and narcotics and they do not
report them because it's a crime. So you
have two things going on that support the
underground economy.
Those who are trying to avoid being
caught for so called tax liabilities and those
who are trying to avoid being caught for
victimless crimes.

DARLENE'S USED CLOTHING
1731 Broadway
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Electronics technology outlook unlimited
by Jeff Morris

7he University News
"I would say that the amount of
opportunity out there is unlimited" is Allen
Weston's
assessment 'of employment
opportunities .in the field of electronic
service repair. Weston is the department
chairman of light technologies at BSU's
school of Vocational Technical education.
The optimistic outlook comes with one'
special qualification, that the graduate of
BSU's new Electronic Service Technology
program will probably have to leave Boise
to find work. Even with large companies
like Hewlett-Packard, Micron Technology
, and Zilog in the Boise area, the demand for
repair technicians is not that great, according to Weston.
.
The electronics service technology places
increased emphasis on digital electronics,.
repairing two-way radios and microwave
systems.
The electronics program at BSU offers
two options: electronic service repair and
electronic technology. Weston said the
service repair program attracts people
interested
in repairing anything
from

Tool. Mart

televisions
or radios
to microwave
communications systems.
Those who take the electronic technology
option are interested more in the design
aspects of electronics.
Weston said that the people who enter
these programs need to have more than an
understanding of electronic theory. "They
also have to have some kind of mechanical
aptitude because every electrical machine or
electrical unit runs some kind' of mechanical feature.
·If a person wants to enter the electronics
program at BSU there is an aptitude test
that determines if the person has the
necessary skills to succeed in the program.
The test. which was first used last
November, helped to eliminate the waiting.
"The first semester is the crucial one,"
Weston said. "It tells you whether the
person really belongs there and if the
person doesn't belong there we don't
program them to fail." The person is
advised to look for a field they are more
inclined towards, according to Weston.
Weston said that 60-7011/0 of the students
who enter the program finish it. "We start
out with 18 people a semester and we have

been graduating some where between 12 to
IS at the end of their SOPhom.ore Y...ear.".
. For the sophomores in electronic service
technology there is also a new internship
program with United Cable Co., where the
student assists a repairman with the installation and maintenance of home cable
television units.
\
I
The graduate of the service technology
program will have the knowledge and
experience necessary to get a start' in the'
electronics repair industry. "The school is
not designed to turn out a fully !trained
journeyman," said Westo~.
i.
According to Weston, a JourneYll1an IS a
fully productive person who can go pn to a
job with little or no assistance from anyone
else. "We are in the business of putting
people out into the industry, put i~ their
time, and become journeymen."
\1
Weston said the placement rate of
individuals coming out of the lelebtronic
program is around 7511/0. These are the
people who don't start their own businesses
• butgo right to work for a company]
Weston could provide no estimate of the
starting salary of their averate graduate because of the different opportunities found.
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Vo-Tech students examine TV wiring
during class. Photo by Joe Zehrun~.
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Hardy

J.R. Simplot Company

Dahl-Veenstra

Sharrell

Ore-Ide

Foods, Inc.

Denise Capella
Hawlett-Pcckord
Saturday, March 3,1984
9:30am-4:30pm
Nez Perce Room·SUB
Fee: l1 0 preregistered;
$15 at the door
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MORE
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Julie Enyeart
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Run:; manipulationand
cynicism seem to
. be tools of the trade for reporters and
candidates on the road to the Iowa caucus,
KAID-4.

Calendar
Thursday, February 23
Black History Week, public lecture, SUB
Ballroom, 8 p.rn., music workshops alt
day.
Stage Coach, A Coupla White Chicks
sitting Around Talking, The Women's
Club, 300 Main St. 8: 15 p.rn., tickets $3
adults, $2.50 students and senior citizens,
through Feb. 25.
.
Cappuccino Concert, Eric Tingstad,
Lookout 8 p.m., free.

SUB

Friday, February 24
SPB Film, Middle of the~ World, Ada
Lounge, SUB, 7 p.rn., tickets $2.50
general, $1 BSU students, and persorinel
and senior citizens.
i.
,
I'

Black History Week, music workshops all
day.
Last Day to withdraw, make class changes
or register by petition.
Brown Bag Lunch Discussion, Dr. Robert
Sims speaks on "Redress of JapaneseAmericans," YWCA, 720 W. Washington,
noon to I p.rn., free.-

Saturday, February 25
Closing Night, A Coupla White Chicks
Sillin~ Around Talking; The Women's
Club, 300 Main St.

Sunday, February 26
SIIB film, Middle of the World, SUB Ada
Lounge, 7 p.m., tickets $2.50 general, $1
senior citizens and BSU students and
personnel.
I,

Large Instrumental
Ensemble Concert,
Music Auditorium, 8:15 p.m., tickets ,$4,
available at the door.
Closing Day, On and OJ/ the Wall, at Boise
Gallery of Art, open noon to 5 p.m.,
suggested donation $1 adults, $.50 students
and senior citizens.

Saturday, February 25
10:00 p.rn. Hair, Treat Williams, John
Savage, Beverly D'Angelo. A young midwesterner meets a hippie band in Central
Park and experiences severe culture shock,
KTRV-12.
Sunday. February 26
7:00 p.rn.
Urban COli boy,
John
Travolta, Debra Winger, Scott Glenn. A
Texas refinery worker lives the myth of the
cowboy at Gilley's, the largest honky-tonk
in the state, KTVB-7.
, 8:00 p.m. the Howling, Patrick Macnee,
Dee Wallace, Dennis Dugan. Werewolves
terrorize
the California
countryside,
leaving the hills strewn with corpses,
KTRV-12,.
Monday. February 27
8:00 p.m. Frontline, "The Campaign
, and Page One," examines election coverage
on the eve of the New Hampshire primary,
KAID-4.
9:00 p.m, Great Performances, "Ellington: The Music Lives On," a tribute to
Duke Ellington hosted by Cicely Tyson,
KAID-4.
Tuesday. February 28
8:00 p.m, Nova, "Will I Walk Again?"
explores the research looking for a cure to
paralyzing spinal injuries, KAID-4.
9:00
p.rn.
American
Playhouse,
"Refuge," people on a remote island off
the .vlaine coast are in search of seclusion,
KAID-4.

YWCA brown bag
Dr. Robert Sims, BSU professor of history,
will speak on the issue of "Redress for
Japanese-Americans" at this month's YWCA
Brown Bag Lunch on Thursday, Feb. 24.
H is presentation will focus on the question of
compensation for those who lost either property
or assets during the internment of
Japanese-Americans during World War II.
, The program begins at noon and participants
are invited to bring a sack lunch or purchase a
soup and bagel lunch for $2. The program itself
is free and will end by I p.m.

Another one?
The Four Star Film Series will present the film
'Middle of the World, Feb. 24 and 26 in the SUB
Ada Lounge at 7 p.rn. both nights; The Swiss
film is the story of two people who try to forge a
non-sexist relationship, with dialogue in French.
Tickets are $2.50 general and $1 for BSU
students and personnel and senior citizens, and
are available at the door.

Wednesday, February 29
8:00
p.m.
Great
Performances,
renowned flutist James Galway performs
with the New York Philharmonic under the
direction of Zubin Mehta, KAID-4.
10:00 p.m. Light in the West: Photography and the American Frontier, westward expansion as seen through the eyes of
those who were there, KAID-4.

. Radio rave

Tuesday, February 28
Bike Touring Workshop, Marvin Wood
shOWSslides from Holland and speaks on
successful European touring, 7 p.m., Nez
Perce Room, SUB, free.
Brown Bag Lunch Discussion, Dr. Peter
Buhler speaks on U.S.-African Affairs,
12:30 p.m., Bannock Room, SUB, free.
Wednesday, February 29
Opening Night; Joan of Lorraine, 8:15
p.rn., SPEC, tickets $4, reservations at
385-14623 p.m. to 6 p.m.
Beta Alpha Psi Presentation,
"Leadership," Dale Blickenstaff, Executive Vice-'
president, Idaho First National Bank.

:rop ~ube
Thursday, February 23
8:00 p.m. King Kong, Bruce Cabot,
Robert Armstrong,
Fay Wray. The
mythical giant ape captures a woman and is
ready to destroy an army to. keep' her;
original version,_KTRV-12.
8:00 p.m, Von Ryan's Express, Frank
Sinatra, Trevor Howard. WW II adventure
story, KAID-4.
Friday. February 24
8:00 p.rn. The Great Escape, James
Garner,
Steve
McQueen,
Richard
Attenborough.
American,
British' and
Canadian
.prisoners-of-war.
plan
a
mammoth breakout from a German prison
camp during WWII. based on the Paul
, Brickhill book. KTRV-12
9:00 p.'m.lnside Story •."See How They

Thursday, February 23
5:00 p.m. Afterwork Special, The James
Gang, Bang, KBSU-FM, 91.3.
Friday, February 24
5:00 p.m. Afterwork
Special,
Tzuke, Sportscar, KBSU-FM, 91.3.
Sunday. February 26
11:00 p.m. Off the Record
Genesis, I hr., KBBK-FM, 92.
- Monday. February 27
5:00 p.m. After work Special,
Bob
Marley, Chances Are, KBSU-FM, 91.3.
Tuesday, February 28
, 5:00 p.m. Afterwork Special, Johnny
Rivers, Realization, KBSU-FM, 91.3.
Wednesday. February 29
5:00 p.m. Afterwork Special, The Who
- Rarities, Volume I, KBSU-FM,91.3.
"

1'0
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·On stage
Bouquet: Extatics •
Pengilly's: Bob and Bill Show
Rusty Harpoon: Maxy
Sandpiper: Ellis Woodward
Tom Grainey's: John Hansen and Rich
.Brotherton
Whisk\lY River: Nasty Habit

Baldwin to speak at BSU
Award-winning novelist James Baldwin will
present a free lecture on "A World 1 Didn't
Make" at 8 p.m. in the SUB Ballroom at BSU
on Thursday, Feb. 23;
The author, best known for his first novel Go
Tell it on the Mountain and The Fire Next Time,
has won several awards includinga Guggenheim
fellowship and a Foreign Drama Critics award.
Baldwin, whose appearance is being
sponsored in conjunction with Black History
Week by the "1984 and Beyond" Lecture Series
and the Writers and Artists Series, has been
lauded as one of America's finest writers. He
gained international prominence during the
1950s and'60sas a leader and spokesman for the
civil rights movement.
Baldwin, the son of a minister, was born in

-;.,":'i
,'c'

Harlem and became a preacher at the age of 14.
He later left the church with bitter feelings
toward his father, and at the age of 24 moved to
France, where he still makes his home.
Throughout his career Baldwin has been
labeled everything from a. "prophet"
and
"visionary" .to "propagandist"
and
"militant." '
.
Baldwin's latest published work is the 1979
novel Just Above My Head, which received an
American Book Award nomination. He is
currently writing three books. One is about the
murders of black children in Atlanta between
1979 and 1981. another is iabout the three
martyrs of .the civil rights movement. Martin
Luther King. Malcom X and MedgarEvers, and
the third is another novel.
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"White Chicks" colorful
'-,

.

by Valerie Mead
The University News

,

.
.

.

Eric Tingstad

Steve likes 'Larry
The award-winning author of the novel Terms
of Endearment, Larry McMurtry will present a
free talk on"Coming to Terms" at BSU on
Thursday, March 1. The lecture will be at 8 p.rn.
in the Boisean Lounge of the SUB. .
McMurty, who was born in Wichita Falls,
Texas, also wrote the novel Horseman Pass By,
retitled as the movie Hud, and The Last Picture
Show, which was set in a small central Texas
town.
He has written several other books including
Moving On, All My Friends Are Strangers,
Cadillac Jack and his latest novel, Desert Rose,
which is the story ofa showgirl in Las Vegas.
Steve Tesich, who spoke at BSU late last year
andis the screen writer of Breaking Away,
reviewed Desert Rose fortheNew York Times
Book Review and wrote that Mclvlurtry
shattered his belief that Las Vegas "wasn't a
city at all. It was just bad artwork. I came to
think of Las Vegas as a euphemism, an
agreed-on national metaphor for a place where
Wayne Newton works ... I now know for certain
that it's there all right. He had convinced me.
He had also convinced me that I've been lucky
to avoid it all this time."

The life of Joan

o

d

'Joan of Lorraine, written.by Maxwell
Anderson, is the story of a stage production of
the life of St. Joan of Are, relating modern lite
to her times. The show will run in the SPEC
Feb. 29 through March 3.
The original production opened in New York
in 1946 where it received critical acclaim and
played for nearly 200 performances, starring
Ingrid Bergman in the lead role of Joan.
Anderson has more than 30 plays to his credit
including the Pulitzer Prize winner Both Your
Houses and Drama Critics' Circle Prize'
winners Winterset and High Tor.
The BSU Theatre Arts department
production will feature Shannon Ragland in the
lead role of Mary Grey, the actress who plays
Joan of Arc.
'
Playing the role of the harrassed stage
director will be Louard Crumbaugh III.
Crumbaugh has also been involved with the
setting, sound and lighting design of many of
the productions such as Barefoot in the Park
and Man of La Mancha.
Actor Les Ward, the King of France, is played
by sophomore Rod Wolfe of Nampa. Wolfe is
also a theatre arts major and his most recent role
was as the lead character Willy Loman in BSU's
Death of a Salesman lastfall.
The rest of the' cast includes Mark Akkerman,
John Priester III, Doug Hoppe, Paul Rodgers,
Steve Frank, Robert Riddle.Sr. Dirsten Allen,
Holly Holsinger, Steve Redmond, William
McCarter, Pamela de Jong and Nancy Berger.
Berger is also the costume designer.
Directing the play is Stephen R.Buss, who is
the designer and technical director, for the
theatre arts department. He will be aided behind
the stage by assistant director Jane Hoene and .
lighting designer Leigh Witcher Daniels.
For more information or tickets contact the
BSU box office weekdays between 3 and 6 p.m.
at 385"1462.
.
'

A Coupla White Chicks Sitting Around
Talking is Stage Coach's first offering for
1984. A relatively new show, (new to Boise
at the least) White Chicks is written by
John Noonan and directed by Ginger Scott.
The story follows two women, Hanna
Mae Bindler, played by Janet SummersEskew and Maud Mix, played by Lynn
Lieberman Williams, through what is
probably the most eventful week of their
lives.
Surnrner s-Eskewts' Hanna Mae is a
typical Texas cheerleader type, with a
twang' that doesn't quit and a walk that
could seduce at 100 yards. The character is
consistent from beginning to end with a
depth that made me believe she was a real
person.
William's
Maud is a conservative
suburban housewife who hides her loneliness behind her routine of activity and is
understandably upset when Hannah Mae
barges into her orderly life. Williams plays
the character with a hearty vitality overlayed by a veneer of sophistication which
gets peeled away, bit by bit.

Theatre
Scott's direction is low-key but tight. No
movement seemed contrived, even during
what must have been carefully choreographed fight scenes.
Ben Day was responsible for the scene
design, which depicted the interior of
Maud's kitchen and was, as Hannah Mae
put it "right out of Better Homes and
Gardens."
Costumes,
which were particularly
eloquent
in differentiating
the two
character's personalities, were done by
Nancy Kokes, and make-up and hairstyling
were done by Shirley Hurley.
A Coupla White Chicks Sitting Around
Talking is" an excellent show. However,
adult language and themes make this a
show not to take the kids to.
Produced by Stage Coach, Inc., White
Chicks will be showing at The Women's
Club, 300 Main St., Feb 23 through 25 at
8:15 p.m. Tickets are $3 for adults, $2.50
for senior citizens and students, and are
available at the door.

Genesis awes, reviewer
.Music
by Ann Heater ,
The University News

Free health information and screening tests
will be available at Health Fair '84, scheduled in
early March in Boise and Canyon County.
The fairs will be held from 9 a.rn. to 4 p.rn. on
Saturday, March 3 at East Junior High School;
Wednesday, March 7 from 11 a.rn. to 6 p.m. at
the Capitol Building; and Saturday, March 10
.from 9 a.m. to 4 p.rn. at West Junior-High
School, all in Boise.
'
The fairs offer five services: health education,
multiple test screening, health promotion
counseling, summary/referral and follow-up
activities. The free tests are height and weight,
blood pressure, anemia, visual acuity, hearing
and carbon monoxide screening.
Two optional tests will be offered for a
nominal fee. A blood chemistry analysis testing
for cholesterol, triglycerides, diabetes, etc., will
be available for $8. Participants must, however,
fast for four hours prior to testing. A cardiac
risk appraisal will be offered for $10 and
necessitates a fasting period of 12 hours prior to
testing. The cost for both tests is $14.
Another feature of this year's fair is a
computerized health risk appraisal that asks 30
questions about lifestyle and health, then
calculates an individual's "health age" versus
achievable "health age" if certain lifestyle
changes are made.
For more information about any of the fairs,
contact Pam Gray at the Health Fair office at
Boise State, 344-1982.

Finding words to describe the Genesis
performance of Feb. 14 in the BSU
Pavilion proves to be a difficult task.
Terms such as show or concert seem almost
generic.
Genesis consists of Phil Collins on lead
vocals and drums,
Tony Banks on
keyboards, and Mike Rutherford on guitar.
The band is complimented
by Daryl
Stuermer on bass and guitar, and Chester
Thompson on drums.
Genesis did more than make music and
sing. Their music was part of an elaborate
spectacle which included a light show,-the
likes of which the Pavilion had never before
seen, fog machines, and an unbelievable
display of showmanship on the part of
frontman Phil Collins.
A song entitled "Dodo"
opened the
show, accompanied by a burst of smoke
from the fog machine.
Collins' knack for the theatrical emerged
quite quickly. He enjoyed chit-chatting
with the audience who hung on his every
move.
Before performing the song "Illegal
Alien," 'Collins donned a brown and gold
plaid jacket and some dark sunglasses, and
attempted to convince the crowd that
Genesis was "on the rim from the
authorities,"
and "were in this country

illegally. "
The one drawback to the show had to do
with length. The concert itself lasted 2V2
hours. This was mainly due to instrurnentals which were carried out to the point of
monotony.' During these a majority of the
crowd became restless .
In the latter part of the show, Collins
informed
the audience
that he had
discovered, by looking at maps of solar
systems and galaxies, that "Boise, Idaho is
the center of the universe."
'.
Receiving chuckles and justified skepticism on the crowd's part, Collins insisted,
"It's not bullshit, it's true." This scenario
led into the song, "Keep It Dark."
A drum duel between Collins and
Chester Thompson a couple of hours into
the show provided yet another highlight as
both men proved their enormous capabilities as drummers.
Genesis left the stage but returned to
encore when prompted by the chant of
"Hey, you shithead," started by crowd
members.
As a spectator at many BSU Pavilion
presentations, I would have to say that,
considering all aspects of the Genesis
performance, it was easily one of the best.

Genesis audience sucks
by Erik Payne
The University. News

Most bands sound better on record than
they do in concert; Genesis is an exception.
They proved it Feb. 14 at the BSU Pavilion.
Their sound in concert was sharp and clear,
much better than on their overproduced
albums.
Genesis put on a very professional show.
The vocals were not overpowered by the
bass and drums, as often seems the case at
Pavilion shows. The band did incredibly
boring instrumental
jams that they
obviously had more fun playing than the
audience had listening.
The crowd utilized these jam sessions as
free time to go to the bathroom, take drugs
or spend their hard earned dollars buying
ridiculously priced Pavilion refreshments.
In concert,Genesi"s is dominated by Phil
Collins. He's not David Lee Roth, as one
cari immediately tell, by his rather portly
appearance .and dubious jumping ability,
but' he made up for it by funning. a
reasonably humorous monologue throughout the Show and emphasizing lyrics with
,theatric~t gestures ,and, .occasional .cr()tch

grabbing.
His personality
held the
audience's attention even when the music
didn't.
",
The audience sucked. It was the deadest
bunch of humans I have ever seen. Despite
Phil Collins' attempts
to involve the
audience in the show, more thanhalf of the
crowd of 6,900 just sat there. This crowd
made the faceless people in Pink Floyd's
The Wall look lively.
The only time the audience seemed' to
respond was during the encore, when, the
band did a medley of non-Genesis songs
including the Stones' "Satisfaction,"
during which Phil did one of the best Mick
Jagger imitations I've seen, and "Twist and'
Shout,"
with Mr. Collins making the
appropriate moves.
My, major complaint wasn't with the
concert itself, but with the local 'radio
stations' constant hype. of Genesis for
weeks in advance of the show. I was so
burnt out on Genesis songs by the night of
,th~ concert that I' wasn't even .Iooking
,'forward, to going, but Genesis sounded so
much better live thatI doubt anyone cared.

Golf team shapes for Big Sky Tourney
will have a detrimental effect on your golf
swing," said Gallup.
The University News
"Golf swingis a timing game instead of a
strength game, and it's critical that the
Beinga member of the.BSU golf team is
muscles work the same way the -last nine
no longer all fun and games. Golf coach
holes that they did on the first nine holes,"
Lyman Gallup has instituted manditory
Gallup said. "If your legs are tired, then
aerobic conditioning for the squad, hoping
it will payoff in a Big Sky Conference the. timing won't be there, and when the
timing is gone the swing is gone. When
Championship.
you're tired you start to spray shots all over
According to Gallup, Weber State and
the course and it's really difficult to score
Nevada-Reno have had a stranglehold on
well," Gallup said.
the first two positions in the Big Sky for the
Even the musclesin the golfers hands and
past several years, and this year Coach
arms have to be in -pretty, good shape to
Gallup is trying to do something about it.
"The guys on the team aren't exactly play 36 holes in one day. "It isn't that the
excited about it, but we are doing some golf club is heavy or that there is a great
deal of effort involved in swinging,"
conditioning this year," Gallup said.
Gallup explained. "If you swing the club
Three times a week the entire squad,
100 times, your arms and fingers better be
including the coach, runs two miles in the
in some sort of condition," he said, "or
Pavilion and lifts weights for an hour.
"We aren't lifting heavy weights, we you will start changing the grip when the
don't want to build up great amounts of musclestire, and again you lose the timing
muscle mass," Gallup said, "but we do of the swing."
Last year the lack of conditioning may
want to have musclesthat are in condition.
According to Tim Hansen, assistant golf have cost BSU in the Big Sky tournament.
pro at the Warm Springs golf course, The tournament was held at Nevada-Reno
conditioning plays a vital role in the on a hillside course comparable to Crane
outcome of a round of golf. "The key is for Creek, and BSUscored 18 strokes higher in
the golfer to be limber enough to have a the afternoon round than they did in the
morning round.
smooth swing," Hansen said.
"That's over four shots a man higher in
In addition to running and lifting
weights, Hansen suggested that anyone the afternoon round, and I attribute it
who plans to do a lot of golfing should try almost entirely to just being tired and not
to incorporate swimming into their work- hitting the same kind of shots," said
out to give even more cardiovascular Gallup.
Since the players were not able to stay in
stamina.
"The legs, I think, are the things you shape of their own, Gallup decided they
would do it as a team.
really have to get in shape to play golf,"
In the past the coach would leave-itup to
saysGallup. That is the main reason for the
running exercises, which Gallup plans on the individuals to determine if he was in
continuing even after the tournaments proper physical shape, but this hasn't
worked, so Gallup has decided to take a
start.
The team should show some benefits of larger role in the conditioning of his team.
In addition to getting the team in shape,
the conditioning program at this year's
Gallup is trying to get more involved in the
conference championship.
The championship willbe held In Boiseat . actual coaching aspect of the game. He
the Crane Creek Country Club, and the recently purchased, with his own money,
players will have to play 36 holes on the some practice nets that are installed in his
first day of the tournament. This will mean garage at home.
These nets enable team members to
about 20 miles of walking on the first day.
"Playing at Crane Creek means a lot of practice throughout the winter months,
walking up and down hills. If you are real giving them an advantage when spring
tired that last five miles, or nine holes, that tournaments begin.

by Jeff KUne
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HDRIZON8- TO YOUR FUTURE
AS a Registered Nurse graduated from an NLN
accredited program, you may be eligible fora
position of responsibility as an Air Force Nurse.
In addition to the respect and rewards of your
profession, you'll have the rank, pay and entitle
menta of an Air -Force Officer. Theae Include 30
days vacation with pay each year, and full
_medical and dental care. .
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Gallup still leaves the actual teaching-to
area professionals. "One thing I do is
encourage each team member to establish a
relationship with a pro at one of the courses
here in town, a pro who they trust and have
confidence in," Gallup said.
He said he has had excellent cooperation
from the area pros and the team is showing
improvement.
BoiseState has a long way to go before it'
will be able to seriously challenge Weber
State for the Big Sky Championship.
Weber has won the tournament for the last
13 years, mainly because they have the
money and schedule"to attract the top
players in the area.
"There are two things you need to run a
good golf program," Gallup said. "One is
a good schedule, the other is money. Good
.players want to play good in tournaments
against other good players, so having the
money to enter the big tournaments is
important."
Weber State has a strong tradition of
excellent golfing, and because they have
had the same coach for 15 years, they are
able to attract better players for their
program.
The main reason Boise State has a golf
team is to fulfill the NCAA requirements of,
participating in eight conference sports,
Gallup said. Without the golf team, the
football team wouldn't be able to maintain
its division lAA ranking and the basketball
team wouldn't be able to compete as a
division I team.
."Right now, we are low man on the
totem pole as far as money is concerned;"
said Gallup. BSU has $6,000 budgeted
toward golf scholarships, and this money is
divided up among the top eight players;
"In order to improve the golf program,"
says Gallup, "you have to solve a chicken
and the egg type of argument. We need
more money to get more scholarships anda
better schedule, and we need to show
evidence of better play to argue for the
money we need."
"We need to be in good tournaments to
attract better golfers," Gallup said, "and
we need better golfers to get into better
tournaments. "

We'll answer yOW'questions pro~t1y
obligation.

and without
-

by Nicole Hollander

SYLVIA

.Classified'
FOR SALE: woman's 3-wheel carry-all
bicycle with large basket, canopy. $150
firm, Call 342-2236 anytime.
Kelly - I met you in Fort Lauderdale, I
still have your watch; Tom de Vitis.
(201)370-1936.
..

1978 Kimball Superstar electronic organ$500 cash only. 336-2945.
Antiques are' universal at Universal
Antiques. 336-7616. 2115 Kootenai.
EI Morris
83704.

223 N. Liberty

5l( THE CONSPIRACV'

Boise, ID
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HI, fOLKS, IT!7 Me: AGAIN,
WOOFC~ THE DOG-!
WEI-COME "'0 13.~.lA.'s

Complete set-great books with bookcaseexcellent condition. 376-6431.
Complete Howard the Duck comic book
collection, $125. Bill, 345-3971.

SWIMMltoJGr POOL.! •.•

iHE" CONSP,R/\::,-:,1?l&:?!:j

rH~ ONLYPOOL. THAT

I

FLUNKED TIM. 5EM51"fR!
1H~ OtJt,.t( ft'O!.- THAi"
WIl.l,

'THIS WEEK~

~

~L.EACH . '(OUR

!'.-'-~-"

JE'ANS IN :30 ~eCOND~!
'" ANI? 1HE HE'AL.THPfPf;
CAN'r FIGU~~ 110u1.-;..

Blood donors needed for research
studies. Please contact Louise (338-7250, or
Dr. Nielson 336-5100, ex. 7418).

r---.._GIVI:N 13'( f< ICI<. Fi<CM
I
WRONG L.AKI:, MANITCo-=--.
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o

Prepare for summer. Lose unwanted
pounds without starvation diet ... Easy when
you know, the secret.
Free details.
Thomson,
Box 79347 , Houston,
TX.
77279.

o

ro rift='

8. 5. a.

P//~KING coN/ROt...
.._ SIMP/-Y
RJ!<.

Big savings on your food bills and
unprecedented
opportunity
to earn
substantial income with sensational food
program. Free details. Thomson Enterprises, Box 79347, Houston, TX 77279.

$X/~-nNG/

Do you have a personal computer? $240
to $480 weekly now possible while using
your Personal Computer. No experience or
skills required. Guaranteed. For complete
details please send a stamped self-addressed
envelope to: LWG 322 W. 920 S. Provo,
UT 84601.

by DOD RubiD
This puzzle is a monitor'seye-View of a video game, out
of sequence. We'd like you to
put things back in order.
Moving the joystick in one
panel wUl get a response in
the next. The cbaracters
themselves move at varying
speeds. And when a spot is
"hit," it returns "home," as do
any of the captured stars.
Just place the numbered
frames back in order below,

Hundreds are already signed up to go
skiing to Steamboat Springs, Colorado for
Spring Break. Only $158.00 per person for
a week in champagne powder in ski in/out
condos with athletic club, lifts and parties.
Call Sunchase Toll Free today 1-800-'
321-5911.

J)

I

---------

Fireside Inn: The place to kick back and
relax. Happy hour 4:30-6:00 weekdays,
special pr.ice on .pitchers & drafts. 31st &
State behind the Texaco.

I!l

~.

~

~j;~~~I...,..a~--I

Louie's Pizza & italian Restaurant.
Come in and enjoy our big screen TV.
Entire menu is available to go.
BIG BROTHER IS COMING
Bookstore. March 1st.

:~.
.~
•• •

The Real Puzzle'" Solution

Out of order

The Beach for $98.00. Spring Break on
South Padre Island, Texas for a full 7 nite
week in new deluxe beach side condos with
pool.' Limited space available. Call Sunchase Toll Free today t -800-321-5911.

to the

WHILE

1984 Unlled

Feature Syndica1e.

Inc,

Spot check was brutal, and
lhe people who solve it are
lolks you don'l trifle with .•
Squares covered 12 spots In
a pattern that snaked (I, 2, 3,
4, 5...) Irom the lower lelt;
hands covered 9 spots spiraling clockwise (4, 3, 2,·1 ...)
Irom the lower right; arrows
covered
7 spots spiraling
clockwise (2, 3, 4...) Irom the
lower left; and the handshake
covered 27 spots snaking (4,3,
4, 3...) Irom the upper lelt.
Spin-out on the very last
spiral? A pity,

YOU

STUDY!

$100 off" deposit. 2 Bdrm townhouses,

!V2 bath from $260. Swimming Pool, &
Laundry Room. Adult Living.
Apartments. Call 345·5321.

Scandia

$11.00

;

WANTED:
Success-oriented,
selfmotivated individual to work 2-4 hours per
.week placing and filling posters on campus.
Earn $500-plus each school year. 1-800243~6679.
.
MOTHER'S
HELPER-beginning
last
week in June. Single, non-smoker," nondrinker, with driver's license; responsible.
Early 20's for 3 child family, I hr. north of
. New York City. 10 min. to LOS Church.
Minimum I yr. $100/'!Veek plus airfare.
Send lettc;rwithbackground
and 3
. references to:D. Braz, 14 Whitiaw Close,
('l,appllqua,NY
lOSl4.

lJ.

Thllnkyou"ASBS
for yo~r resp~nse .
. .~egarding student concerns"Judy Merrill.
. Lesbian, Gay and Friends
group: 383-9601. .

discussioll
.

CASH
i~~

\

riJ..
u..
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...
.",
•. ~~~~
.
• .:
$7 .OOfo~ y,ourfirst donation$9.00f()r
your second donation inthe the same.calen~ar
week~ New dorrcrsbrlnqthls adforanadditiona.I$4.00
bonusfollowirl9YQur
fi'rst
donation ~
Our Hours- Tues;·gSat,·S:OO- S:OO·Wed. &F.ri.9:OO,. 5:00··
.
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Guest opinion

PIRGhartns competition
.

Miss Bronco

'

Many strive for an ideal, and in many different ways. There's the religious way.
The Republicans are doing it one way, the Democrats are pushing another way and
of course, if you talk to the KKK. even they are hoping for anideal,
.
Finally, we can't forget Nazism, for they had their version of anideal too. There
are many groups and they're all striving forwhat they feel is the ideal. So which is
the true way? How can we tell which group truly has the blueprint for improving
the world we live in? We'll need to look at the motivation behind their cause.
Is Ralph Nader's PIRG truly interested in keeping the wheels of American
industry turning? To keep bad business out of business, we need only to inspire a
more competitive spirit. Simple good service and good quality are enough to keep
the honest business shining and the shady ones in the dark. Making more laws to
keep a certain business in check is not the answer for a healthy free enterprise
system.
.
Auto safety acts, regulations and lawsuits imposed on car and car part makers to
make highways safer only help to raise the cost of the vehicle to the consumer.
Must we choose to ignore the rather obvious fact that even the car with all the
safety features available isn't safe in the hands of a drunken or a reckless driver?
it's been shown that the only law or regulation that truly lessened the number of
accidents was the one that lowered the speed limit.
A suggested PIRG activity from Nader's PIRG manual involves tightening a grip
on business through the Occupational
Safety and Health Act. Nader was a driving
force behind the passage of this and other such regulatory laws. All these laws and
regulations keeping everything in check may sound good, but all it takes is time.for
a leader to come into power who will then have full co-operation
of the law to truly
keep us in check.
Suddenly, all these investigations and watchdog legislations, which some might
be proud of, can one day backfire onus.
The idea of creating a better world is a most exciting goal. As a Unification
Church member, my whole life is dedicated to seeing such a world come into being
and as long as I believe in a Heavenly Father, then I know that this ideal is
possible. I'm also ready to work with everyone who is interested in establishing a'
true and ideal world.
But an "ideal" is not one where laws and big government is running the show.
I feel the need lies in growing good hearts towards each other. This will create the
true ideal. Somehow, we need to find a solution where love and a real care for
others is running the show.
Instead of strong laws, we need strong families where parents express and teach
true love to their children. This way a generation of cliildren can grow up to
become adults who naturally love to take care of others and where serving each
other is not a burden, but a joy.

Unification

Mike Jaroszko
Church Member

Dear Miss Bronco,
.
For the last two days I've had' a'
compulsion to go skinny-dipping in the
Boise River. Common sense has so far
prevailed,along with a healthy fear of blue
limbs,but I've been diagnosed as having
Spring Fever. What do you do about Spring
Fever when it hits you'?
Signed,
Delirious
Dear Del,
Ah, yes spring-rebirth,
tulips, windex
and mating animals. So, it's not quite
spring yet but you're ready to rejoice. I
have some suggestions.
Get out your Aunt Griselda's record of
North American bird calls and imagine
something
woodsy. You could get a
videotape of The Sound of Music and have,
a sing-a-long. Or, you can buy a plant and,
give it a name (Cleatus jumps to mind).
Spring, in a mental sense, is important,
but it's the physical visions that spring
conjures up that make us really feel it has
arrived, even when it hasn't. You can strain
yourself in the weight room.
Of course, you can always go there to
exercise your salivary glands while you
imagine yourself in close contact with the
people who really are there to strain
themselves.
There is also the swimming pool if you
don't mind smelling like you just left a
chemistry experiment for the next two
weeks.

Please indicate your age group
018-25
026-35
036-50
050 and over

Please state your major

,

If you are the proud possessor of
troubles that need shooting, the University
News troubleshooter can be reached by
writing to Miss Bronco, University News,
1910 University Drive, Boise, Idaho 83725.

Credit hours presently carrying
OPart-time-I-12
hours
o Full-time-over 12 hours
Please indicate how many hour a day
(approx) you spend 011 campus in class,
studying, etc.
DO-3
03-6
i:::16-9
DID and over
Which hours of the day do you spend most
of your time on campus
07 am - 10 am
010 am - ) pm
01 pm - 5 pm
05 pm and late:
Were you awareibut
is a weekly paper'! '
DYes
ONo

What sorts of campus-oriented
topics
would you like to see covered in The
University News'?
OLocal news affecting BSU
ONational news affecting colleges in
general
ONews of a controversial nature (please
specify)
OOther
If you were in charge of the topics covered
in The University News, what changes
would you propose to make it a more·
interesting, student-oriented newspaper'?

Residence status
DOn campus
DOff campus

I'
,

Your devoted cruise director,
Miss Bronco

Please fill out this survey

Present class level
o Freshman
OSophomore
o Junion
OSenior
o Graduate

1.
j

At the moment there is also a fungus or
some 'typically annoying critter in the pool
so you need goggles if your sight is precious
to you. It may be a plot by the Russians to
undermine BSU, so watch yourself.
There are also the racquetball courts to
consider. This quaint ritual involves two
people being locked in a room with two
lethal racquets that they swing .like machetes at a little blue ball that inflicts a painful
sting when it hits any part of your anatomy.
(The sting is worse in some areas that in
others).
Of course, what's a ritual without
spectators'? For this purpose, we have
places for people to.watch. It's rather like
the little mazes that they run rats through.
Julia Davis park is a wonderful place to
walk off spring fever. You can also haul the
old bike out and take a ride. You may need
long handles and a fur-lined parka, but for
a cure ... why not'?
Be sure to check out the bike before you
ride since you don't want to wipe out tfie
old geezer with the bottle because suddenly
the breakes don't work.
As for everyone's favorite sport, lust, try
buying your first "Playboy" or "Playgirl"
(occasionally depending on the sex of the
buyer). It's not the real thing, but' what
have you got to lose'? Don't answer that.
When the Health Department won't take
any more bribes, get out the mop, old
clothes and spider catchers and tackle the
old homestead.

Why do you read The University News
o BSU related articles
OBoise City news
o Entertainment
o Comics
o Editorials
OOther (please indicate)
, Do you feel The University-News provides
adequate coverage of student-oriented
topics?
l'Yrs
['No
What type of topics would you like to see
more of in Tire Universitv News?
[]Campus oriented
OLocal News
ONational news
OEntertainment
OOther

The University News

Bow often do' you read The University
News?
.
OWeekly
.
DOnee a month
OLess than once a month.
Where do you usually pick up a copy of
The University News?

Where would it be most convenientIoryou
to pick up a copy of The University News?

Thank you for your time and efforts.
Please drop this <opinion .poll off at. the
Newsoffjce,located
onthe2nd floor. of the
SUB. The results
help the staff at The
University News . become . more .. familiar
with the-desires of' the BSUstudent body. .
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Sack's Fourth Annual

112 PRICE SALE

'..,.t. ~S'- 503 So. 5th

o.~1\ .

STEVEN G. SNAPP, 0.0.

Corner of 5th
and Myrtle

fifTH STReeT

Assuming the practice

Dr. R.W.Gavin
FAMILY
CONTACT
SPORTS

.. Due to the great response of this years
sale, .we are continuing the sale for one more
week. "Hurry this is positively the final
week." Save up to 75%on jeans, pants, blouses,
'dresses, tops, sweaters & men's clothing.

of

VISION

CARE

LENSES
VISION

RENT

Hillcrest Plaza. 5248 Overland
Boise: Idaho 83705
Phone (208) 3424841

A~S~~;~D'RYEf-:1
$15 aandmonth.
up

-

OWNERSHIP
PLAN AVAILABLE

344-5179 '

OpenTues ...Sat.

1707 B,badway

Phone: 342..8797

Also cotn-o»
uundry Equip. & Supplies

$2.00 off
any shoe
repair
with this
coupon

Feb. 24 & 26
SUB
Ada Lounge
~
Middle .
.of the

~\Worl~

byN

_T_.<] E-;:OUiela! Vehicle

of the U.s. VoUey!)a11 As80elaUoD.

FORD BRONCO II
and the U.S. Volleyball
Team ... A Tough Team
to Beat!

• Twin-Traction
Beam suspension
- for controlled
riding.

• Removeable rear
• Bronco II has the
windows and sun
most powerful V-6
roof options! "
engine-more
AT
FORD,
QUAUTY IS
horsepower and
JOB
#I!
torque than
Chevy S-10 Blazer.
• Tighter turning
radius than the
S-I o Blazer or
JeepCJ's.

.

Middle of the World, The (Switzerland,
. 19114)Olimpia Carlisi. Philippe Leotard.
Juliet Berro. Affecting, intelligent story
of a couple trying to forge a nonsexist
n:lationship.
He (Leotard) is a small
businessman running for parliament; she
(Carlisi) is an Italian Immlgranr waitress.
Dtrecror-Alaln Tanner and scripter John'
Berger have a didactic' study that never
harangues, but honestly informs and
explores.
Dialogue in French. (115 mins.)

Students $1.'00,
General Public
"$2.50
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For more information, call
Dr, Howard Hawkes, toll-free. at
(800) 2311·e818
'
In California calf (805) 967-0192
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Tired of
being
gouged?
The
Ultimate in
Professional
Hairstyling'
at very
reasonable
prices.
. Student Union Bldg. 344-271 2

·-

,

r

1$1 00 off

cuts

I Expires 2/15/84

1

~

I

NE:XUS

. IA-·

JI 20 % off

·

at the
Head
Shop

Put yourself
in his place.
Alone in the middle of the night. Facing an emergency. And the only available telephone is out of
order.
Youwouldn't want to trade places with him.
But someday you may be forced to. Because nobody bothered to tell us a phone was broken,
This shouldn't happen to anyone. So please,
write down the number of a damaged or out of
order pay phone. And report it at the first opportunity to our repair service. The number is listed in
. the Customer Guide at the front of the White Pages.
We'll come out and fix the phone right away.
Before someone has a desperate need for it.
Someone like you.

fur the way you live.

@
Mountain Bell
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